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1. Introduction (I)
Earth constructions?
 A i t d t diti l b ildi t h inc en  an  ra ona  u ng ec n que;
 Present all over the world;
 Large stock of monuments and historical buildings 
made from earth;
 Some of which are at risk of disappearing.
Adobe Rammed earth
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1. Introduction (II)
Problems?
 V l bl t t f th i t th tu nera e o mos  o  e aggress ve agen s a  
damage other type of constructions;
 Faster degradation rate with more severe      
consequences;
 Low mechanical properties of the earthen materials;      
 Poor seismic behavior.
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1. Introduction (III)
Structural damage?
 C kirac ng;
 Loss of material;
 Collapse.
Repairing cracks? 
 Re-establish the good condition of the construction;
 Prevent further damage.
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1. Introduction (IV)
How cracks are/can be repaired?
 A th ti ll hidd ith l t ( ll ki d fes e ca y en w  p as er a  n  o  
constructions);
 Reconstruction (Adobe masonry);  
Mechanical “tying” (monolithic constructions);
 Grouting (all kind of constructions).
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1. Introduction (V)
Grouting earth constructions?
 R i k fill id d d l tepa r crac s,  vo s an  gaps an  comp emen  
strengthening techniques;
 Practical and economic solution;   
 Non-reversible;
 Careful selection of the repairing materials.
Mud Grouts
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2. Injection of earth constructions
Design methodology?
Rheology
 Solid phase texture 
(PSD and shape);
 Water content;
 Particles interaction 
( l ti l )c ay par c es ;
 Addition of 
deflocculants
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3. Experimental program - Materials
 Kaolin RR40 (wienerberger);
 Limestone powder Calcitec 2001 S (Carmeuse);     
 Sodium hexametaphosphate (HMP);
 T tap wa er.
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3. Experimental program - Methodology
 Flow time test (Marsh funnel);
 Flow curve measurements (Viskomat rheometer)    .
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3. Experimental program – Results (I)
Kaolin suspensions:
 Solid fraction () 
increases – flow time 
increases;
Kaolin
 Critical  solid fraction  
(cr):  between 9% and 
10% (W/S = [3.8; 3.4]); 
 Low solid content for a 
grout;
 High shrinkage.
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3. Experimental program – Results (II)
Kaolin suspensions: Constant negative charge
pH-dependent charge
LOW  Flocculation:
 Heterogeneous surface charge; 
 V d W l tt ti fPO
SE 
TO 
F
an er aa s a rac ve orces.
 Deflocculation:
 Double layer repulsion
OP
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3. Experimental program – Results (III)
Kaolin + HMP suspensions:
 Solid fraction () 
increases – flow time 
increases;
Kaolin + HMP
 Critical  solid fraction  
(cr):  21% (W/S = 1.4); 
 Low solid content for a 
grout; ↑
 High shrinkage.
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3. Experimental program – Results (IV)
Kaolin + HMP suspensions:
[HMP] ↑
 [HMP]  increases –
resistance to flow 
decreases;
 Anti-thixotropic
behaviour;
 [HMP]  increases – g 
decreases;Kaolin + HMP
 [HMP]  increases – h
decreases.
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3. Experimental program – Results (V)
Kaolin (K) + limestone powder (L) suspensions:
 Critical solid fraction 
(cr): close to 30% 
(W/S= 0.87);
K + L
 K/L  increases – Flow 
time increases;
 Solid content still low 
for a mud grout.
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4. Conclusions
 The colloid behavior of clay fraction greatly limits the 
rheological behaviour of a possible mud grout;
 Flocculation of clay particles creates a “house-of-
cards” structure that needs to be broken in order to 
initiate the flow of the mud grout;
 The addition of HMP allows increasing the critical 
solid fraction, by preventing the formation of  the 
“house-of-cards” structure;
 Th ddi i f i l i he a t on o  a coarser mater a , represent ng t e 
silt fraction, seems to be essential to further 
increase the critical solid fraction    .
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